Mountain, numerous falling-head injection tests have been conducted in test holes. Below are the results of these tests:

Analyses of 26 falling-head injection tests in test well U-25c-f1 indicate that conventional type curves do not accurately predict the flow of water into the fractures. To explain the recovery curves this study developed special type curves for falling-head injection tests. The flow with infinite outer boundary does not apply to the injection tests. The recovery curves of normalized hydraulic head versus log time exhibit steeper tails than do the Cooper-Jacob graphical method. To explain the recovery curves with steeper tails, solutions for falling-head injection tests with infinite outer boundary were derived analytically by Karasaki and compared to the test results: (1) spherical flow, infinite outer boundary; (2) linear flow, infinite outer boundary; (3) radial flow, constant-head outer boundary; (4) radial flow, constant-head outer boundary; (5) linear flow developing into radial flow, infinite outer boundary; and (6) linear flow developing into circular flow, infinite outer boundary. In addition to these six solutions, a solution that incorporates a finite thickness also was seen in the tests.

Several of the solutions had steeper tails than did the Cooper-Jacob or the Rayleigh-Papadopoulos type curves, but none matched the response observed in the tests well U-25c-f1. The occurrence of non-linear flow in the fractures would result in curves with steeper tails and may explain the test results. In general, the non-linear flow for falling-head injection tests may not be valid for fractured media.

A separate study of the conditions for this behavior is needed.

### Sedimentologic and Tectonic Aspects of the Archean Lithotype


There are marked lithic differences between the central Limpopo belt and other well-studied Archean high-grade and greenstone-granitoid terranes, in particular the presence, and the thickness of sections of calc-silicate and calc-silicate rocks and 2 pure metagabbro, often fuchsite-bearing, with the lithic character of quartz arenite, not metachert. These two suites overlie basement gneisses; these probably reflect substantial strain and are similar to those associations known to have formed on Atlantic-type continental margins. Isotopic ages suggest these sediments are about 3.3-3.5 Ga in age. The distribution of lithic, plutonic, metamorphic, and structural elements in the Limpopo belt resembles that in younger orogens where there has been rifting of continental lithosphere, deposition of sediments on continental margins, and collision with another continental block. The structural, metamorphic and condensational condition of the rocks largely reflects crustal thickening during final collision. The southern margin of the central belt is a wide (20 km) zone of verticallly-dipping, horizontally-lined molybdenite, clearly representing the deepest ducastic levels of a major strike-slip fault. This fault resembles large strike-slip systems that allow tectonic escape during collision in young oceanic belts. We conclude that continental fragments large enough to allow a significant platform are carbonated sedimentation, and the following combinations of flow field and boundary conditions were derived analytically by Karasaki and compared to the test results: (1) spherical flow, infinite outer boundary; (2) linear flow, infinite outer boundary; (3) radial flow, constant-head outer boundary; (4) radial flow, constant-head outer boundary; (5) linear flow developing into radial flow, infinite outer boundary; and (6) linear flow developing into circular flow, infinite outer boundary. In addition to these six solutions, a solution that incorporates a finite thickness also was seen in the tests.

Several of the solutions had steeper tails than did the Cooper-Jacob or the Rayleigh-Papadopoulos type curves, but none matched the response observed in the tests well U-25c-f1. The occurrence of non-linear flow in the fractures would result in curves with steeper tails and may explain the test results. In general, the non-linear flow for falling-head injection tests may not be valid for fractured media.

### X-Radiographic of Trance Fossils in Limestones and Dolomites on the Jurassic Smackover Formation

**Essig, Richard A., Castlemann, Stephen P., and King, David T., Jr., Department of Geology, University of Alabama.**

X-ray analysis has been used in studying biogenic sedimentary structures in undifferentiated sediments but the technique has not been applied often to the study of hard carbonate rocks. This study was done to the study of the Smackover Formation to enhance the complete petrologic description of the rock. The Smackover Formation has many dense micritic intervals and intervals of marmorons, porcellanos, and algal fabrics. This study was done to see if x-ray analysis can be used in the Smackover Formation.

The dolostones show no traces using our method. In limestones, the traces are marked by minute amounts of finely divided iron sulfides. The X-ray analysis shows a slight difference between the two x-ray analysis.

### Occurrence of Native Silicon in a Fulgurite and Other Extreme Conditions

**Essene, Eric J., Dept. Geol. Sci., Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor.**

Native silicon was discovered in fulgurite recently formed on til near Washoe Lake, N.J. Further examination of miscast nickel metal globules in fulgurite glass reported by Essene and Fisher (GSA Abstr. w. Prog., 1984) has revealed native silicon as euhedral crystals in metal and intergrown with Sb-rich glass in the fulgurite matrix. Microprobe analysis gives Fe, Cu, S, Al, and Mg. The data is confirmed by scans showing N, C, O at 0.2% detection limits. X-ray powder data reveals the major peaks for Si, and confirmed its existence in the fulgurite. The data is in agreement with a theoretical interpretation of the data.

The stability of Si is limited by the reaction:

\[ SiO_2(s) + O_2(g) \rightarrow SiO_2(l) + 2e^{-} \]

which requires F, O, and CO to be present to stabilize native iron. This reaction is driven by a loss of O and/or CO from the medium or by a decrease in temperature. This reaction is limited by the presence of oxygen and carbon dioxide, which may be present in some fulgurite to stabilize native iron. The reaction is in agreement with the data recorded by persistent reports of other highly reduced minerals, such as S, Cu, Cr, Cu, and Te or Mo/Si. This reaction may be used as a method to determine the stability of native iron.
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